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Abstract: Scientific output is one of the important determinants of economic development in countries 
around the world. The extremely high scientific productivity of developing countries can be corrected by 
increased funding as investment on publications and also as a measure of scientific output. The purpose of the 
present paper is to examine the casual relationship between scientific output and GDP in 176 countries from 
both developing as well as developed countries. Our findings based on estimated regression models using a 
panel data for the periods 1996-2007 indicate that except in poor countries, there is a two-way and positive 
relationship between scientific output and GDP.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The comparison between the GDP and scientific publication statistics provides useful and new information. 
Science can be a focusing device, helping to define policies for technological development, to identify the main 
international sources of knowledge, and to link the country with the international scientific and technical 
trends. The scientific infrastructure is a major support for industrial development, providing the necessary 
knowledge to enter key industries in the development process (Eduardo, 2001). So when we talk about 
industry and development, the influence can be on GDP and it is rather obvious that richer countries are able 
to invest more resources in science and therefore account for the largest number of publications (Holmgren & 
Schnitzer, 2004).  
 
In this article, we will be discussed to the investigation of interaction between scientific output and GDP that 
is firm to this assumption that exist the positive and significant relation between scientific output and GDP. It 
seems (that) developed countries have higher scientific output in comparison with developing countries. In 
such a way with knowing the scientific position of the countries can estimate the economic position of them 
(and vice versa). For example, countries like United State, Britain, Germany, France and Italy have higher 
scientific output and GDP in comparison with the developing countries. Therefore, we can understand the 
differences between qualifications and approaches in these two groups of countries easily. 
 
 2. Literature Review  
 
In developing countries, the growth can be enriching by science and technology policy. In fact, the simplest 
strategy in developing countries is the increasing strategies of GDP at these countries that should allocate to 
the research centers and universities (Bilsel & Oral, 1995). For research in relation between science and 
technology, the correlation between scientific output and industrial outputs has been counted for 17 
countries for the years from 1981 to 1994. The results of this study indicate that with high growth in GDP per 
capita, the scientific publications are increased (Eduardo, 2001). On contrary, the interaction relationship 
between scientific output index and GDP index is being analyzed for 31 countries. The results of this research 
state that the high GDP of the countries doesn’t show the high level of the scientific at those countries (King, 
2004). Kofi Annan recently called attention to the clear inequalities is science between developing and 
developed countries and stated this unbalanced distribution of scientific activity generates serious problems 
not only for the scientific community in the developing countries, but for development itself. The results show 
that, the richer countries invest more in science and so they have more scientific output; In spite of this fact, 
many countries like the oil exporter countries that have high GDP per capita, their scientific abilities are slight 
(Purkayatha, 2004).  
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The most important foundations of scientific policy in Europe countries focus on innovation affair and 
supporting the innovation international system in science. The investment weakness in scientific 
fundamental researches and development is the major obstacle for researchers to use more researches 
(Fazeli, 2005). A comparison of Iran with other 15 countries of developed and developing countries until the 
year 2000 shows that The United States, Britain and Germany stand atop the list with 33.2, 7.8 and 7 percent, 
respectively, and Iran with 0.12% stands on thirteenth place among these 16 countries. China, India, and 
South Korea maintain a considerable difference and a relatively higher position in terms of scientific output 
as compared with Turkey, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Pakistan, Kuwait and Iraq (Moin et al, 2007). Also, the 
comparison of the creation research output with the neighboring countries and the Croatian universities with 
the largest Slovenian, Hungarian, and Serbian universities indicates that the Croatian science exhibits 
research output as expected for the given level of GDP (Podobnik & Biljakvik, 2008). Considering to the 
relationship between scientific output and GDP in Western Europe indicate that there is a positive 
relationship between them (Canario, 2009).      
 
3. Methodology 
 
Common statistics at this article is included the information in relation to the 176 countries of the world. So, 
according to the IMF ranking of studied countries, it is classified to 27 developed countries and 150 
developing countries. On this basis, the data of the countries in relation to the number of the published 
articles by scientists and researchers is illustrated in magazines and ISI (Institute for Scientific Information) 
and is being used as scientific output index in the years from 1996 to 2007. For recognizing the economic 
development index, the data of GDP (PPP) for 176 countries is taken from IMF from 1996 to 2007. The 
selected model at this article is the pooled cross-section and time-series data with the using of the data panel.  
 
In present article, we use Granger Causality Test for the 176 developed and developing countries. After 
recognizing that there is a two-way relationship between scientific output and GDP (PPP), we estimate the 
Model. The studied model with pooled method (panel) is as follow: 
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The kind of the estimation is being recognized with F-statistic. If accounted f be bigger than critical f, the null 
hypothesis will not accepted and the fixed effects method will select. Eviews software was used to carry out 
the analyses. 
 
4. Results 
 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 indicate the whole regression coefficient between scientific output and GDP (PPP) for 176 
world countries from 1996 to 2007. The developed countries and developing countries signify in both 
regressions statistically and null hypothesis that there isn’t two-way relationship between scientific output 
and GDP (PPP) at these countries is failed. Therefore, the two-way and positive relationship between 
scientific output and GDP (PPP) of these countries is going on in long-run. 
 
Table 1: Granger Causality Test between science output and GDP (PPP) for 176 countries (Lags: 1) 

Probability    F-Statistic                 Null Hypothesis 

4.3E-11      43.95   GDP(PPP) doesn’t Granger Cause Doc                                                                         
2.5E-15        63.60        Doc doesn’t Granger Cause GDP(PPP)                                                                     
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Table 2: Granger Causality Test between science output and GDP (PPP) in developed countries (Lags: 2) 
    Probability    F-Statistic                 Null Hypothesis 

   0.02395 GDP(PPP) doesn’t Granger Cause Doc                                                                         3.38                              
0.00109       6.97                    Doc doesn’t Granger Cause GDP(PPP)                                                                     

 
Table 3: Granger Causality Test between science output and GDP (PPP) in developing countries (Lags: 1) 

    Probability    F-Statistic                 Null Hypothesis 

   5.7E-26114.765   GDP(PPP) doesn’t  Granger Cause Doc                                                                        
1.0E-24   108.642            

   
Doc doesn’t Granger Cause GDP(PPP)                                                                     

  
For estimating, the model is being used from fixed effects method because F-statistic is used and the null 
hypothesis is failed. The result of model estimation has been indicated in static state and with using of the 
fixed effects and the simultaneity weight least squares in table 4. 

 

     

Model estimation with panel dataTable 4: The Results of 

Prob. t-Statistic Std. Error Coefficient Variable 
0.0000 45.26235 74.93922 3391.925 C 
0.0000 52.89435 0.277763 14.69207 GDP 

Fixed Effect (Cross): 
   -6838.410 IRAN--C 

Effected Specification 
Cross-Section Fixed(dummy variables): 

weighted statistics 
16113.83 Mean dependent var 0.956340 R-Squared 
16955.41 S.D.dependent var 0.952272 Adjusted R-squared 
2.59E+10 Sum. squared resid 3704.217 S.E. of  regression 
177.0000 Instrument rank 0.657644 Durbin-Watson 

Unweghted statistics 
7355.778 Mean dependent var 0.980623 R-squared 
0.575604 Durbin-Watson stat 3.37E+10 Sum squared resid 

                                        
The results of the fixed effects state that the coefficients of the developed countries except 5 countries (Island, 
Ireland, Portugal, Luxembourg and Malta) has been estimated positive that is according to the theory 
expectations. On contrary, these coefficients have gotten negative for the most developing countries such as 
Iran and Middle East oil producing countries. Among the developing countries, only China, India, Turkey and 
Taiwan have the high economic growth in the recent years and also the coefficients in Russian Federation, 
Poland, Korea, Hungary and Czech Republic is being estimated positive. According to the table, the amount of 
R2 is estimated 0.98 that indicate how well the model fits their data.                                                                                   

                                                                                                 
For examination of the special effects at every country, the assessment of the relation between countries with 
panel data indicates the countries separately. The simultaneity effect of scientific output and GDP in 
developing countries has explained well and the coefficients are positive. The results of the model estimation 
in the simultaneity effect of GDP and scientific output in Iran indicate the adjusted coefficient of 
determination about 0.93. The slope of the regression line for Iran is assessed positive that want to say the 
positive relation between scientific output and GDP of Iran. This coefficient for whole critical regions is 
estimated significant. The relation between scientific output and GDP in developing countries like Maldives, 
Niger, Sierra Leone, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Djibouti, Albania and El Salvador that are very 
poor in economic and scientific have strong dependence to other countries is estimated so weak and explain a 
few amount of the original variability at these countries. On contrary, in developing countries like China, 
Egypt and Malaysia, R2 at this model is more than % 90. In fact, the relation between scientific output and 
GDP at these countries has gotten positive and also significant.                                                                                            
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5. Conclusion 
               

The result of using panel data shows that there is a two-way and positive relationship between scientific 
output and GDP. Therefore, in developed countries with higher scientific output or GDP, increasing in each of 
the two can increase the other one. There’s positive relationship in the most developing countries too, but 
this relationship is not as strong as the case of developed countries. However, in some developing countries 
that are very poor in both scientific and economic output the two-way relationship is not confirmed, because 
they do not have high scientific output to be effective on GDP and also do not have high GDP to have scientific 
output with investment on universities and science section.  
 
As a limitation, there is not support by universities to invest on research that the researchers want to do in 
developing countries. In addition, the staff’s knowledge and abilities are not enough at the universities so it 
can be an obstacle on the way of researchers and also it make them to miss their motivations. As a remark, 
the economic position of every country return from technology, so it is important to discover how the 
scientific output lead to innovations and new technology and what that mean to the rational support of the 
science and technology. Therefore, the best things that the government can do are at first to discover how 
scientific output improve the economics of the country and then support the researches in their financial 
problems and also cherish the people who do the research.  
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